Synthesis and evaluation of N-aryl and N-alkenyl CBI derivatives.
The preparation of a novel series of N-aryl CBI derivatives in which an aryl substituent could be used to predictably modulate the reactivity of the resulting CC-1065/duocarmycin alkylation subunit analogue is detailed and its extension to a unique series of N-alkenyl derivatives is reported. The N-aryl derivatives were found to be exceptionally stable and to exhibit well-defined relationships between structure (X-ray), reactivity, and cytotoxic potency. When combined with the results of past investigations, the studies define a fundamental parabolic relationship between reactivity and cytotoxic potency. The parabolic relationship establishes that compounds in the series should possess sufficient stability to reach their biological target (DNA), yet maintain sufficient reactivity to effectively alkylate DNA upon reaching the biological target. Just as importantly, it defined this optimal balance of stability and reactivity that may be used for future design of related analogues. Notably, the duocarmycin SA and yatakemycin alkylation subunit lies at this optimal stability/reactivity position, whereas the CC-1065 and duocarmycin A alkylation subunits lie progressively and significantly to the left of this optimal position (too reactive).